
                                                     
                                                 

 

Active charging equalizer 24V/12V/3A 
 

The problem is evergreen:  
12 V batteries connected in serie can never be charged equally.  
One of them could accept lower (e.g.13.6 V), the other one higher (15.2  V)  charging voltage  at the same charging current. 
 
Consequence:  
 This imbalance is self progressive and shortens the life of both batteries, due to 
  - sulphating (caused by undercharging )  

- drying up then cell short circuit (caused by overcharging ) 
 
The solution:  charging equalizer 
   

         
 

 
 
 
 
LED signals:  

- blue light is on – the equalizer is working, the equalizing current is higher than 1A 
- flashing light – the equalizing current is 0,5-1A 
- delicate blinking – the batteries are equalized 

Results:  
- decreasing voltage on the overcharged battery 
- increasing voltage on the undercharged battery 
- increased starting current because of equal state of charge 
- increased battery life 

Application:  
  -     trucks, buses 

- wheel chairs, cleaning machines 
- anywhere where 12 V batteries are connected in ser ies  

 
Technical data: 

- max. charging current :  3 A 
- max. input voltage:   2×17 V 
- min. input voltage:   2×11V  
- size:    100×70×20 mm 
- temperature range:   -25 oC- +45 oC  
- weight:    234 gramm 
- IP mark:    IP67 
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Operating principle:  
 
The EQUALIZER measures the total charging voltage (e.g . 28.8 
V) and calculates its middle value (e.g. 14.4 V) then directs a part 
of charging current from the battery of which voltage is higher by 
more than 0.1 V measured from the middle, to the other one being 
lower state of charge. 
The EQUALIZER has no effect on the total charging voltage. 
 
Operating conditions:  
 
Stops if any of the batteries is below 11V. 
When it stops, its consumption decreases to 2mA. 
 

Just to demonstrate  the effect of our equalizer we connected two new  
batteries in serie and measured the voltages at the ir terminals: 
 
1.phase:   They were not connected to charger nor  

        EQUALIZER. (OCV: 12.72V  and 12.71V ) 
2.phase : They were connected to 28.8 V constant voltage  

       charger without EQUALIZER (13.6V and 15.2V) 
3.phase:   They were connected to charger and  
                   EQUALIZER. ( 14.38 V  and 14.42 V ) 
4.phase :  They were connected to charger without  

       EQUALIZER again. ( 13.6 V  and 15.2 V ) 
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